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Abstract—Over the past decade, given the higher number of
data sources (e.g., Cloud applications, Internet of things) and
critical business demands, Big Data transitioned from batchoriented to real-time analytics. Stream storage systems, such
as Apache Kafka, are well known for their increasing role in
real-time Big Data analytics. For scalable stream data ingestion
and processing, they logically split a data stream topic into
multiple partitions. Stream storage systems keep multiple data
stream copies to protect against data loss while implementing
a stream partition as a replicated log. This architectural choice
enables simplified development while trading cluster size with
performance and the number of streams optimally managed.
This paper introduces a shared virtual log-structured storage
approach for improving the cluster throughput when multiple
producers and consumers write and consume in parallel data
streams. Stream partitions are associated with shared replicated
virtual logs transparently to the user, effectively separating the
implementation of stream partitioning (and data ordering) from
data replication (and durability). We implement the virtual log
technique in the KerA stream storage system. When comparing
with Apache Kafka, KerA improves the cluster ingestion throughput by up to 4x when multiple producers write over hundreds
of data streams.
Index Terms—replicated, virtual log, stream storage, log structured, durability, ordering

I. I NTRODUCTION
Increasingly larger volumes of data are collected and stored
in real-time from an increasingly higher number of sources
(e.g., IoT devices, Cloud applications, etc.). They form distributed data streams that are essential for a large class of applications, ranging from real-time analytics to continual training and inference of AI models. This transition to real-time
analytics was made possible in the past decade by advances
in DRAM, with cheaper and larger memories available to
Cloud computing. As such, processing systems such as Apache
Spark [1] and Flink [2] have seen increasing adoption. While
these runtimes enable efficient and fault-tolerant processing
pipelines, the ingestion of data is a critical aspect upon which
the performance of the entire system depends. This aspect is
challenging, because it is not enough to provide access to the
data streams with low-latency and high-throughput, but also to
guarantee specific properties, such as durable acquisition that
maintains the original order.
To this end, approaches such as Apache Kafka [3] and
Pulsar [4], have gained significant traction. Such approaches
enable data streams to be managed durably (i.e., data streams

are replicated and persistently stored for fault-tolerance reasons) and consistently (i.e., preserving the order of appended
stream records for efficient consuming and correct application
semantics) by using log-structured storage [5]. However, with
increasing number of sources and data volume, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to achieve all desired properties simultaneously: durability, consistency, low latency, high throughput,
scalability. This paper focuses on the aforementioned problem.
We consider the following stream storage model. Streams
follow a producer-consumer model, where N producers append
events in parallel to M independent stream topics. To parallelize access to streams both for producers and consumers,
stream storage systems partition topics. Producers can append
new events atomically into a partition (therefore, storage
systems acquire stream events in order according to arrival
timestamp), but consumers can read at any offset (similarly
to POSIX files, they can jump at any file offset and initiate
sequential reads). Storage systems avoid losing events in case
of failures through data replication. They replicate stream
partitions using a form of eventual consistency: an append
finishes after being successfully applied on all replicas. However, to avoid blocking the consumers during appends, new
appends are not exposed immediately. Instead, the consumers
are allowed to read events up to a given timestamp (the
”tail”), incremented at the discretion of the runtime, which
will eventually include all finished appends.
Our goal is to maximize the overall throughput of appends
(with and without concurrent reads), given that multiple stream
partitions get accessed in parallel. State-of-art stream storage
systems (Kafka) implement replication of appends for each
partition individually by using a replicated log. For performance reasons, new events are not sent separately to each
log replica at fine granularity but instead, the runtime batches
unreplicated stream events together. However, at scale, this
still has a significant overhead due to contention (concurrent
replication of appends on many different partitions) and resource utilization (too many headers and indices, etc.). Our
challenge is then how to organize stream partitions for faster
replication and better throughput compared to using one log
per partition approach?
Towards this goal and in order to efficiently increase the
number of managed streams (in terms of latency and throughput) by stream storage while reducing the resources required

for ensuring data is not lost, this paper introduces the virtual
log design principle. We propose to separate data stream
partitioning from log-based stream replication through a new
technique called shared replicated virtual logs. The virtual log
is responsible for consistently replicating multiple data streams
while preserving the stream data order of associated data
streams. Data streams get partitioned into multiple partitions
that are further logically associated (for replication) with
virtual logs by the storage system transparently to users.
We make the following contributions:
• We describe challenges introduced by state-of-art stream
storage implementations.
• We introduce the virtual log design principle that explores
the idea of separating partitioning and replication for
stream storage design.
• We experiment and evaluate the virtual log technique as
a means to support replication in the KerA 1 ingestion
system.
• We evaluate the enhanced KerA (with virtual logs)
in comparison with Apache Kafka, a state-of-the-art
stream storage approach. We demonstrate that the virtual log brings a trade-off between replication performance (throughput), replication capacity/memory resources (number of virtual logs) and the number of
streams, while considering concurrent producers and consumers.
II. M OTIVATION : C URRENT S TREAM S TORAGE
A RCHITECTURAL I MPLEMENTATION
A. Background
Replication [6] is the standard solution used for ensuring
fault-tolerant stream data storage. Through replication, the
storage system stores multiple copies of stream data over
multiple nodes called replicas. To maintain consistency among
replicas, stream storage systems usually rely on a primarybackup mechanism that dedicates one primary replica for
serving clients while backup replicas synchronizes with the
primary replica through pull-based or push-based approaches.
A scalable stream storage system needs to accommodate multiple tenants efficiently, each pushing numerous data
streams with different requirements for ingestion throughput
and read/write access latency: for instance, it should efficiently
support the ingestion of tens of massive streams (i.e., having
tens of thousands of partitions) or the ingestion of millions of
tiny streams (i.e., each having a few partitions). A stream is
logically partitioned into multiple partitions, each partition being implemented with multiple logs, ensuring parallel writing
and reading. Partitioning is thus a technique used for achieving
scalability.
A Stream Storage Architecture. As represented in Figure 1,
a stream storage architecture contains a single layer of B brokers that serve producers and consumers. On each node live, 1)
one broker service with an ingestion component offering pubsub interfaces to stream clients and 2) one backup service used
1 KerA’s

source code is available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/KerA/kera.

Fig. 1: The architecture of a stream storage system: the coordinator manages
storage nodes on which live broker and backup processes. Clients mainly
interact with brokers since they control the active partition replicas. Backups
handle the passive partition replicas and are later involved in fault tolerance
recovery.

Fig. 2:

A partition is represented by a replicated log. Each new
record of a stream’s partition is appended to the log and is
synchronously replicated to backups, after which client writes
are acknowledged.
for storing stream’s replicas that are only read during crash
recovery. A broker manages the main memory of a server
and handles multiple streams by ingesting stream records into
associated partition (by a record key). The broker handles
requests (for data and stream metadata) from P producers
and C consumers through (a)synchronous RPCs. Brokers and
clients operate multiple streams S configured with a replication factor R that ensures each stream is replicated R times for
durability purposes. To minimize the number of data copies,
clients and brokers share a binary data format that allows data
to be appended to brokers’ data structures (from producers) or
traversed (by consumers) without additional copies. Producers
wait for the brokers and backups to acknowledge replicated
data streams and eventually re-transmit data in case of errors.
Log-structured storage implementation. In stream storage
systems, e.g., in Apache Kafka, stream partitions can be implemented by independently replicated ordered logs to easily
and efficiently ensure durability and ordering. Each stream is
partitioned into a fixed number of partitions Ps , each partition
being backed by one replicated log L. Each replicated log
is divided into segments, always one active segment on the
broker accepting new appends, and replicated segments on
the backups storing copies. Leveraging log-structured storage
is a decision that comes naturally, being emphasized by
the structure of a stream: data arrives in a record-by-record
fashion, and it is processed and stored similarly (see Figure
2). This architectural choice enables simplified development
trading off cluster size with performance and the number of
streams optimally managed.
B. Problem Statement
Writing Chunks From Producers to Brokers and Backups.
Let us give an example of how stream data flows from

producers to brokers and backups. One producer writes to one
stream that has one partition managed by a cluster of three
brokers and backups. One broker (called primary or leader)
is responsible for the partition’s active replica while the other
two backups are used to hold two copies (passive replicas) of
this partition. The partition is represented by a replicated log
that holds an in-memory buffer on broker and on each of the
backups replicating its data. The producer aggregates in each
chunk a set of records and sends a few chunks (further grouped
in a request) to the primary broker; once the primary broker
acquires a chunk by appending it to the partition log, it also
sends (replicates) the chunk in parallel to the backups. Once
backups hold the acquired chunk, they respond immediately
to the broker that finally acknowledges the producer’s request.
To ensure durability, backups asynchronously write buffered
chunks to secondary storage. Therefore, the producer request
is not impacted by secondary storage latency. The end to end
latency of an appended chunk largely depends on the network
transfer costs, while the broker and backups appends costs are
minimized. The producer internally appends records to next
chunk to be submitted to a broker, and waits up to a certain
timeout before the chunk is sent in a new request. In practice,
the chunk size, the request size, the timeout and the number
of parallel producer requests are chosen such that the latency
is minimized under a certain threshold while maximizing the
throughput.
Chunk Replication Challenges. Replicating each producer
chunk individually would dramatically reduce the number of
streams that could actively, efficiently and durably ingest data,
while reducing the overall stream storage ingestion throughput.
Since each stream is implemented with tens of replicated logs
(corresponding to tens of partitions), for large stream use cases
(e.g., Netflix, Linkedin), a durable stream storage would have
to manage tens of millions of small IOs which is not efficient.
As such, we need to find a way to aggregate the producers’
chunks before replicating them in order to: (1) increase the
number of active streams the storage system can efficiently
support and (2) improve the ingestion throughput (for small
streams) by replacing small IOs with larger ones on backups.
Towards these goals, we next introduce the virtual log shared
replication principle.
III. T HE V IRTUAL L OG D ESIGN P RINCIPLE
Building on the previous observations, we explore the idea
of separating the partitioning and the replication in the design
of stream storage systems.
We propose that streams organized into multiple partitions
to be further logically associated with one or multiple virtual
logs, that are shared and replicated. Virtual logs are used to
organize and replicate chunks of records acquired continuously
from stream producers.
A virtual log resembles a shared replicated log (as represented in Figure 2) and is designed as follows. On the
broker side, each virtual log is composed of an increasing
number of ordered virtual segments that keep references to
chunks that are physically part of multiple streams’ partitions.

Therefore, the virtual segment (implemented as an appendonly in-memory buffer) holds the chunks’ metadata it further
uses to replicate the actual chunks to backups. Only one
virtual segment is open to appends, while the closed ones are
immutable. When a new virtual segment is opened, a set of
distinct backups is chosen (potentially different from the ones
associated to the previous virtual segment) for replicating in
order its associated chunks. Distributing data to all backups
helps at recovery time since data can be read in parallel from
many backups. For durability, data is asynchronously written
to secondary storage with the same in-memory format.
Multiple streams’ partitions are associated with multiple
virtual logs. With this approach, replicated virtual logs consolidate multiple replication RPCs by replacing small I/Os with
larger ones on backups.
Note that stream partitions and virtual logs are distinct
entities as they have different design goals and are supported
by different data structures. While the stream partitions ensure
correct ordering of stream records, virtual logs target: (i) fast
replication, (ii) higher throughput and (iii) durability.
The replication throughput of a single stream can be customized by allowing the system/users to tune the replication
capacity, i.e., how many replicated virtual logs can be created
for a single stream and how they are shared with other
streams. Additionally, virtual logs reduce the number of write
RPCs used for replication compared to using one replicated
log per partition, increasing the ingestion throughput and the
number of managed streams. The storage system can further
increase the ingestion throughput of a high-throughput stream
by associating more virtual logs. For durability (data is never
lost in case of failures), each virtual log can be recovered in
parallel over many brokers that become the primary leader of
the partitions associated to recovered virtual logs.
Compared to state-of-art stream storage system implementations, we contribute with a consolidated approach that creates a
single replicated log for multiple stream partitions. The virtual
log combines events (grouped in chunks) from different partitions in the same batch, thereby increasing append throughput,
while at the same time reducing the extra indexing overhead,
thereby decreasing the resource utilization.
In the next section, after presenting a background on KerA’s
dynamic partitioning mechanism (KerA as described in [7]
does not implement replication), we describe the implementation of the virtual log replication in KerA.
IV. V IRTUAL L OG I MPLEMENTATION IN A H IGH
P ERFORMANCE S TREAM S TORAGE S YSTEM
KerA [7] is a high-performance ingestion system that unifies
ingestion and storage, exposing one API that captures the
semantics of both stream-based systems like Apache Kafka
and distributed systems like Hadoop HDFS. To implement
scalable data ingestion, KerA proposes two core ideas: (1)
dynamic partitioning based on semantic grouping and subpartitioning, which enables more flexible and elastic management of stream partitions; (2) lightweight offset indexing
(i.e., reduced stream offset management overhead) optimized

Fig. 3: Representation of records, chunks, segments, groups, and streamlets
illustrates how producers aggregate records into requests and push them to
brokers. Each request contains multiple chunks (chunk and request size are
configurable). We exemplify a stream composed of two streamlets. A streamlet
holds up to Q active groups (fixed-size sub-partitions) for new appends. A
producer writes to the streamlet’s active group corresponding to the entry
calculated as producer identifier modulo Q.

Fig. 4: Semantic partitioning of streams with streamlets. A stream is composed
of a set of streamlets (partitions). Each streamlet is composed of an unbounded
set of fixed-size sub-partitions called groups of segments.

for sequential record access. KerA builds atop RAMCloud’s
[8] RPC framework to leverage its network abstraction that
enables the use of other network transports (e.g., UDP, DPDK,
Infiniband), thus offering an efficient RPC framework on top of
which we develop KerA’s client RPCs. Moreover, this allows
KerA to benefit from a set of design principles like polling
and request dispatching [9] that help boost performance (e.g.,
kernel bypass, and zero-copy networking are possible with
DPDK and Infiniband). KerA exposes stream-based APIs in
C++ and Java and integrates with Apache Flink.
A. Dynamic Stream Partitioning in KerA
Let us introduce the main concepts KerA leverages for the
ingestion and storage of data streams. In addition to the data
partitioning model presented in [7], we add support for chunks
of records at client and broker levels. The virtual log further
leverages chunks for consolidating data replication.
A stream is an unbounded sequence of records that are not
necessarily correlated with each other. An object is simply
represented as a bounded stream. Figure 3 illustrates the
conceptual representation of records, chunks, segments, groups

and streamlets. Each record of a stream is represented by
an entry header which has a checksum covering everything
but this field; the record is defined by several keys (possibly
none) and its value, similar to the multi-key-value data format
used in RAMCloud [10]. The record’s entry header contains an
attribute to optionally define a version and a timestamp field
that are necessary to enable key-value interfaces efficiently.
Record entries are further grouped by producers into chunks,
each chunk having a configurable fixed size (e.g., 16 KB).
The chunk aggregation is useful for two reasons. First, it
gives clients the chance to efficiently (for metadata purposes)
batch more records in a request in order to trade-off latency
and throughput. Second, since each chunk is tagged with the
producer identifier and with a dynamically assigned partition
offset identifier (based on streamlet group), this helps ensuring
exactly once semantics and ordering semantics necessary for
durable ingestion and consistent processing.
A producer client prepares and writes a request containing
a set of chunks. Each chunk acquired by the storage system
is appended into a segment represented by an in-memory
buffer managed by the broker. A segment has a customizable
fixed size (e.g., 8 MB) necessary for efficiently moving data
from memory to disk and backwards (on brokers, processes
handling data access, segments have the same structure on
both disk and memory). To reduce the metadata necessary to
describe the unbounded set of segments of a stream, we further
logically assemble a configurable number of segments into a
group. In this way, each stream can be logically represented by
a smaller, unbounded set of groups of segments. Each group
is further assigned to one consumer/producer to load balance
data (for higher parallelism) and increase processing/ingestion
throughput.
A stream is composed of logical partitions called streamlets
that contain ordered stream records by a key (Figure 4). To
increase write and read parallelism, a streamlet is further divided into fixed-size sub-partitions (groups of segments), with
each group created dynamically as data arrives (active groups
are created as needed while closed groups suffer no appends).
A stream has up to M number of streamlets initially created
on a set of N , N ≤ M , number of brokers. M represents the
maximum number of nodes that can ingest and store a stream’s
records (ensuring horizontal scalability through migration of
streamlets to new brokers). Each streamlet can contain an
unlimited number of groups that can be processed in parallel
by multiple consumers (ensuring vertical scalability), of which
up to Q active groups correspond to physical sub-partitions
that allow parallel appends from numerous producers.
B. Adaptive and Fine-Grained Replication for Multiple
Streams: The Replicated Virtual Log
This section describes the virtual log replication design and
implementation in KerA, suitable for the efficient and durable
ingestion of multiple streams.
To maximize the number of streams the storage system can
manage at a given time, we associate with a stream a set of
virtual logs, each virtual log being composed of replicated

Fig. 5: The virtual log technique for adaptive and fine-grained replication.
In this example a stream with 2 streamlets is created and managed by one
broker, with one backup used to replicate the stream. We create and maintain
in-memory a log-based data structure to represent our replicated virtual log
that aggregates and replicates chunks of different groups of streamlets of a
single stream.

virtual segments. Each virtual segment contains references
to chunks physically stored on stream partitions (associated
with their creation in order). The virtual segment’s chunks are
replicated into a corresponding backup in-memory segment.
The backup asynchronously writes the segment on storage to
ensure durability. The backup’s segments contain chunks from
possibly various groups of different streamlets of multiple
streams. Backups read segments from disk and issue writes to
the new brokers responsible for recovering a crashed broker’s
lost data at recovery time. Each of these requests is handled as
a normal producer request (i.e., chunks are ingested into their
respective groups) while metadata is safely reconstructed.
We give an example in Figure 5 where a virtual log
composed of two virtual segments replicates one stream as
follows: the virtual segment 1 does not accept new appends
since it is closed and fully replicated on the backup (see
replicated virtual segment 1); the virtual segment 2 is open,
accepts new appends and has a reference to a chunk (see
pointer to segment 1 of the group Q under streamlet 2) with
its corresponding data already replicated on the backup (see
replicated virtual segment 2). Assuming we have a new chunk
of data to be appended to the group Q of streamlet 2, since
segment 1 has no remaining space for this chunk, a new
segment 2 gets created and the chunk physically appended to
it. Then, a reference to this chunk is appended to the virtual
log: since the virtual segment 2 is open and has enough space
(virtually) to hold this chunk, the chunk reference is saved.
Perhaps, in parallel, there are new chunks in segment 2; one
of the subsequent write requests will trigger the replication
of the available chunks and store them on backup’s replicated
segment 2. The virtual segment only keeps chunk metadata and
calculates its remaining virtual space based on the accumulated
chunk lengths.
Each virtual log is composed of a set of virtual segments
to be replicated, always a single open virtual segment (the
replication of the virtual log resembles the RAMCloud’s log

implementation). Each virtual segment contains references to
the chunks appended to the streamlets’ physical segments. The
virtual log stores the chunk metadata and keeps a reference
to the physical segment containing the chunk’s records. The
virtual segment has a header with a checksum that covers
the chunk’s checksums. Backups use this information for
recovery and data integrity. The virtual segment also keeps
two attributes: one to denote the next available/free offset (the
header) and another that points to what was already durably
replicated (the durable header) – similar attributes are kept for
each physical segment. The virtual segment keeps an ordered
list of references to chunks; the chunk metadata contains a
reference to the physical segment and the chunk’s offset into
physical segment and length. The replication implementation
ensures that each chunk is atomically replicated thus, the
durable header points to the next chunk to be replicated. After
a chunk is replicated, the runtime updates the durable head of
the physical segment so that consumers can pull records up to
it.
Replicating chunks after broker appends. Each producer
request is characterized by the stream and producer identifiers
and a set of chunks, each one characterized by its length
and a streamlet identifier. The broker identifies the stream
object corresponding to the stream identifier and then, for
each chunk, identifies the streamlet active group based on the
producer identifier and parameter Q (how many active groups
a streamlet is configured with). The chunk is appended to the
active group (this operation internally creates a new segment
and/or a new group if necessary), and then a chunk reference
is appended to the replicated virtual log corresponding to the
streamlet of the active group entry. Once all chunks of a
request are appended, the corresponding replicated virtual logs
are synchronized on backups to replicate its chunks.
Building producer requests: management of chunks. Figure 3 illustrates how producers organize stream records into
requests that contain multiple chunks. Being able to send more
chunks in a request helps mitigate latency and throughput
trade-off. A chunk is appended to the open segment of the
corresponding active group (the group is computed at the
broker side based on producer and streamlet identifiers found
in the request header). The broker only uses the portion of the
request starting with the chunk header (including subsequent
records) and appends it to a group’s open segment. Each
append operation can lead to creating a new segment or a new
group. The chunk header (reference) contains attributes for the
corresponding [group, segment] of a streamlet that are updated
at append time: these attributes are essential at recovery
time to consistently reconstruct each group (additionally, each
segment is tagged with the stream and streamlet identifiers).
Each producer implements two threads that communicate
through shared memory (a set of empty chunks are reused
for the next requests). For each new stream record the first
thread identifies an available chunk where the record is appended according to the partitioning strategy (round-robin or
by record’s key, which is hashed to identify a streamlet). For
each streamlet, a set of chunks are dynamically created in the

shared memory. The second thread creates the next requests:
it gathers a set of filled chunks up to the request size, one for
each streamlet, and manages the RPC invocations.
V. R ESULTS
A. Setup and Parameter configuration
We run all our experiments on Grid5000 [11] on the
Paravance cluster with each server characterized by 16 cores
and 128 GB of memory. A single layer of brokers serves
both producers and consumers. In our experiments, we install
on each server a broker service (the broker implements an
ingestion component offering RPC interfaces to streaming
producer and consumer clients) and a backup service used
for storing stream’s replicas. This configuration with nodes
serving both clients and internal replicas is similar to production environments. We configure a broker with 16 threads
that correspond to the number of cores of a node; a broker
holds one copy of the stream records. In each experiment, we
run an equal number of concurrent producers and consumers.
Each client is associated with at least one stream or partition.
When replication is enabled, we configure one or more virtual
logs that manage the stream replication while consumers only
pull durably replicated data. A producer/consumer request
is characterized by its size (i.e.., request.size, in bytes) and
contains a set of chunks, one for each partition, each chunk
having a chunk.size in kilobytes.
In each experiment, the source thread of each producer
(as illustrated in Figure 6) creates up to 100 million nonkeyed records of 100 bytes and partitions them in chunks
of configurable size, one stream/partition at a time. We use
synthetic data similar to the open messaging stream benchmark
[12]. The source waits no more than 1 ms (parameter named
linger.ms in Kafka) for a chunk to be filled. After this
timeout, the producer marks the chunk ready to be sent to
the corresponding broker. Another producer thread aggregates
chunks in requests (one request for each broker) and sends
them to the broker (one synchronous TCP request per broker,
multiple parallel requests). Similarly (as illustrated in Figure
7), each consumer pulls chunks of records with one thread
and iterates over serialized records on another thread. Each
client has a cache of up to 1000 chunks. In the client’s main
thread, we measure the ingestion and processing throughput
(e.g., million records per second) and log it after each second.
Producers and consumers run on different nodes. We compute
the average ingestion/processing throughput per cluster for
up to 60 seconds worth of each experiment, measured while
concurrently running all producers and consumers (without
considering each client’s first few seconds measurements until
all clients have similar workload).
Producers are configured as proxy clients and share the
streams: they compete when producing stream records (since
each request contains a chunk for each stream partition).
When the number of active groups per streamlet is higher
than 1, appends on brokers can happen in parallel. Proxybased producers represent the worst-case scenario, and most
streaming use cases are implemented similarly (each RPC

request contains one chunk for each stream partition to target
similar record latencies). Another option is to configure one
producer for each stream: this brings no competition between
producers and can be used by certain HPC simulations where
each simulation core is configured to produce data partitioned by its number. We choose the first option since it
represents real-world scenarios (e.g., streaming sink operators
are similar to proxy-based producers) while it brings more
pressure on broker implementation (e.g., due to competition
between RPCs, concurrency between appends). Moreover,
producers aggregate chunks in a single request to reduce the
communication overhead due to TCP, while reducing latency
processing of records that are part of different streams living
on the same broker. Thus, we batch more chunks in a request,
up to a certain size that we evaluate in various experiments.
Consumers are configured to pull data exclusively from their
associated streams. Consumers also pull more chunks in a
request if there are more streams on a broker.
In the following experiments, we configure a fixed number
of four nodes that serve as brokers and backups. At the
same time, we increase the number of clients (concurrent
producers and consumers), the number of streams (and their
partitions), the chunk size (batching more records per chunk),
the replication factor (how many copies the system manages),
and the number of virtual logs used for replication.
B. Replicated KerA versus Kafka
This section compares the cluster throughput between
Apache Kafka and KerA while considering a configuration
with four brokers on the Grid5000 Paravance cluster (16
cores per broker). Apache Kafka and KerA have a similar
architecture (coordinator, brokers), but they handle partition
and replication differently. Each stream (called a topic in
Kafka) gets partitioned in a fixed number of partitions, each
partition being backed by one replicated log. One Kafka broker
is the partition leader (active replica) responding to clients’
requests, while other Kafka brokers are assigned as partition
followers (passive replicas), issuing pull-based requests to
fetch the latest partition data (passive replication). In KerA,
a stream can be partitioned in a fixed number of partitions
called streamlets, while each streamlet is further partitioned
in fixed sub-partitions created dynamically. KerA associates
shared replicated logs (called virtual logs) with streamlets,
separating the replication implementation from partitioning. A
KerA broker is the partition leader, while other KerA backups
synchronously replicate data once the leader acknowledges
each append (active replication). One has to tune the Kafka
replication followers to be efficiently in sync with their leaders.
Producers’ appends get acknowledged once data has been
replicated and owned by leaders and followers of a partition.
In parallel, consumers can only process data that was durably
acknowledged.
We run the first set of experiments with concurrent
producers that write (in parallel) to all brokers and all
streams/partitions. As illustrated in Figure 8, for a fixed chunk
size of 1 KB, while increasing the number of streams, through-
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the consumer. The Source thread consumes in-order one chunk per
streamlet: it iterates the chunk and creates records. The source could
internally push these records to other streaming operators for further
processing.
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Fig. 10: Low-latency configuration. Kafka versus KerA while varying the
number of streams, replication factor three with the chunk size of 1 KB.
The Cluster throughput corresponds to 4 producers running in parallel with
4 consumers on 4 brokers. KerA is partitioned similarly to Kafka, one
streamlet (partition) per stream with one active sub-partition per streamlet
(no parallel appends). KerA has 2 configurations for stream replication, with
4 and respectively 32 virtual logs per broker.
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Fig. 6: Producer architecture. The Source thread appends records to
in-memory chunk buffers. The Requests thread batches one chunk for
each streamlet (if the chunk is filled or a configurable timeout per chunk
passed) in requests and pushes them to brokers.
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Fig. 9: Scaling the number of clients. Kafka versus KerA while increasing
the replication factor, running concurrent producers with the chunk size of 16
KB. The Cluster throughput corresponds to 4, 8 and respectively 16 concurrent
producers running on 4 brokers. KerA is configured similarly to Kafka, one
replicated log per partition, 128 streams each having one partition.

Fig. 11: High-throughput configuration. Kafka versus KerA while varying the
number of producers and chunk size, with replication factor three over 4
brokers. A stream with 32 partitions is created in Kafka, while a stream with
32 streamlets is created in KerA, one streamlet has 4 active sub-partitions.
KerA configures one virtual logs per sub-partition.

put increases (since more records are batched for each RPC).
While increasing the replication factor from one to three,
throughput decreases as expected. While in Kafka partition’s
replicas are kept in sync using one replicated log per partition,
in KerA we leverage the virtual log mechanism dedicating
four virtual logs per broker, each shared virtual log batching
multiple partition chunks for replication. This configuration

helps increasing throughput for such configurations optimized
for latency (less batching at the producers’ side).
Next, as illustrated in Figure 9, we fix the number of streams
to 128 (equally distributed over four brokers), the chunk size
to 16 KB, and we increase the number of concurrent producers
from 4 to 16 while also increasing the replication factor from
one to three. Running more producers helps increase the total
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Fig. 12: Scaling the number of streams in KerA. One replicated virtual log
per broker is shared for the replication of up to 512 streams. Replication 1, 2
and respectively 3 corresponds to one, two, and respectively three copies of
data. 8 concurrent producers and consumers, 4 brokers, chunk size 1 KB.

throughput for the configured cluster, but while increasing the
replication factor, throughput decreases. For the configuration
with 16 producers, KerA obtains 2x better throughput when
the replication factor is three. Although configured similarly,
KerA’s active replication architecture (versus passive replication in Kafka) uses cluster resources more efficiently, while
it requires no tuning. In Kafka, one has to tune the partition
followers (the passive replicas trying to catch with the active
replica) to pull enough data to remain in sync with leaders.
For the following experiments, we configure an equal number of consumers to run in parallel with producers. Producers
and consumers run on different nodes. For a configuration
suitable for the low-latency ingestion of hundreds of small
streams, as illustrated in Figure 10, when configured similarly
to Kafka, e.g., for the 128 streams configuration, Kafka and
KerA have similar performance. Still, when reducing the
number of virtual logs used for replication, KerA obtains up
to 3x better performance. The virtual log setting introduces
not only a good trade-off for reducing the resources used
for fast replication of many small streams, but it can also
improve performance by reducing the number of RPC requests, aggregating small replication RPCs, and thus reducing
communication overhead. An architecture based on active
replication like in KerA is more suitable for ensuring lowlatency and high-throughput data ingestion and avoiding other
parameters for tuning a passive replication mechanism as in
Kafka. In addition, it gives more control for providing data is
durably replicated.
We further experiment with Kafka with a configuration
optimized for throughput. As shown in Figure 11, KerA
obtains up to 5x better cluster throughput when the data
replication factor is three. KerA benefits from its dynamic
partitioning mechanism and the virtual log setup, allowing to
associate one virtual log with replicating each sub-partition.
C. Impact of the Virtual Log on Performance when Optimizing
for Latency
The following experiments have a configuration optimized
for latency as follows. The chunk size is fixed to 1 KB while
producers wait no more than one millisecond before pushing a
chunk to the stream storage, or a filled chunk is immediately
pushed. Consumers continuously pull data up to one chunk
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Fig. 13: Increasing the replication capacity (1, 2 and 4 shared replicated virtual
logs per broker) while scaling the number of streams. Replication factor three,
8 concurrent producers and consumers, 4 brokers, chunk size 1 KB.
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Fig. 14: Ingestion of 128 streams varying the number of virtual logs. 8
concurrent producers and consumers, 4 brokers, chunk size 1 KB.

per stream/partition with no delay. We experiment with an
increasing number of streams, each having one partition. Four
consumers run in parallel with four producers and pull durably
replicated data (replicated data is acknowledged synchronously
by backups to brokers before responding to clients).
Our goal is to understand the impact of these configurations while increasing the replication factor (up to 3 copies,
including the broker) and the number of virtual logs used for
replication. Producers share all streams, building requests that
contain up to one chunk for each stream if a chunk contains at
least one record. Therefore, each producer submits a number
of requests equal to the number of brokers over multi-TCP
connections. In parallel, the same number of TCP requests is
executed by each consumer, competing on cluster resources.
While state-of-art stream storage systems configure one
log per stream, we experiment with an increasing number
of shared logs by all streams of a broker through the virtual
log implementation. Can we obtain better performance with a
reduced number of replicated virtual logs? In the following experiments, the cluster throughput (measured in million records
per second) corresponds to the aggregated throughput of four
producers. Four consumers pull the same data concurrently to
producers.
As illustrated in Figure 12, using one virtual log we can
ingest up to 1.8 Million records/s for 512 streams with
replication factor three (three copies of data), while using 4
brokers (64 cores). Configurations with two and four virtual
logs (see Figure 13) help increase the cluster throughput with
up to 30-40%.
However, when we further increase the number of virtual
logs for the replication of 128, 256, and respectively 512
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Fig. 15: Ingestion of 256 streams varying the number of virtual logs. 8
concurrent producers and consumers, 4 brokers, chunk size 1 KB.
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streams (see Figures 14, 15, and respectively 16), we observe
that the cluster throughput performance can drop by up to
40-50%. The virtual log can save resources used to replicate
hundreds of streams and it allows the stream storage to
improve the ingestion performance when carefully configured.
D. Impact of the Virtual Log on Performance when Optimizing
for Throughput
The following experiments have a configuration optimized
for throughput as follows. We create one stream having 32
streamlets (partitions) on four brokers. Each broker is equally
responsible for 8 streamlets, with each streamlet configured
with 4 sub-partitions (called active groups in KerA) that allow
for parallel appends on a sub-partition. We increase the chunk
size from 4 KB to 64 KB while also increasing the number
of producers (and consumers) from 4 to 32. Increasing the
chunk size allows the producer to batch more records while
increasing the number of clients puts more pressure on the
stream storage system.
As illustrated in Figure 17, when we configure one virtual
log for each sub-partition (32 virtual logs per broker), we
obtain up to 7 Million records per second when increasing
the chunk size up to 64 KB, while a total of 8 clients produce
and consume records in parallel.
Let us further increase the number of clients hoping to
increase the cluster throughput while keeping the configuration
of one virtual log per sub-partition (similarly to Kafka). For applications that want both a high throughput and lower latency,
keeping the chunk size smaller forces the system designer
to increase the number of clients at the expense of higher
competition between them when pushing data to brokers.
Configurations with 16 and respectively 32 clients (see Figures
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Fig. 16: Ingestion of 512 streams varying the number of virtual logs. 8
concurrent producers and consumers, 4 brokers, chunk size 1 KB.
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Fig. 17: One virtual log per sub-partition. The Cluster throughput corresponds
to 4 producers running in parallel with 4 consumers. 4 brokers, 32 shared
virtual logs per broker.
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Fig. 18: One virtual log per sub-partition. The Cluster throughput corresponds
to 8 producers running in parallel with 8 consumers. 4 brokers, 32 logs per
broker.

18 and respectively 19) obtain 8.3 million records/s when
the chunk size is 64 KB and the replication factor is three.
Further doubling the number of clients puts more pressure on
the storage system (4 brokers configured with a total of 64
cores serving both clients and backup replicas). As shown in
Figure 20, a configuration with 64 clients obtains up to 7.2
million records/s; although throughput reduces compared to
the maximum of previous configurations, having more clients
produce and consume data helps to reduce the processing
latency.
We further fix the number of clients to 16, and we variate
the number of virtual logs from 1 to 32 (see Figure 21). When
the chunk size is 32 KB or 64 KB, the configurations with 8
and 16 virtual logs obtain a slightly higher (an extra of 300K
records/s) throughput than the configuration with 32 virtual
logs.
E. Discussion
KerA relies on dynamic partitioning, lightweight indexing,
custom memory management, and virtual log techniques to
improve ingestion and processing performance. For highperformance durable ingestion, KerA internally associates
shared replicated virtual logs to multiple streams. The virtual
log design allows a trade-off among consistency (through sync
or async APIs, replication parameters), durability (one or more
replicas), and scalability (increasing the number of streams,
tuning the virtual log count, trading memory for many streams
and performance). Overall, we observe that introducing the
virtual log (as a replication mechanism for replicating data
streams) improves cluster ingestion performance for both
latency and throughput optimized scenarios. In Kafka, users
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Fig. 19: One virtual log per sub-partition. The Cluster throughput corresponds
to 16 producers running in parallel with 16 consumers. 4 brokers, 32 shared
virtual logs per broker.
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Fig. 20: One virtual log per sub-partition. The Cluster throughput corresponds
to 32 producers running in parallel with 32 consumers. 4 brokers, 32 shared
virtual logs per broker.

may have difficulties ingesting both low-latency and highthroughput data streams on the same cluster since partition
followers have a static configuration for how much data to
pull to remain in sync with partition primary: it is difficult
to tune for both scenarios. In KerA, the system easily allows
users to increase the replication capacity, starting with one
shared replicated shared virtual log per stream.
Future Work. KerA can benefit from the inherited RAMCloud’s fast crash recovery implementation [13], harnessing
the power of multiple servers to recover in parallel a crashed
broker. Towards an extensive evaluation of crash recovery in
KerA, we are looking to study co-located storage and stream
processing architectures and leverage RDMA through the data
flow interface [14]. KerA brings minimum overhead over
RAMCloud’s RPC mechanism while borrowing the dispatchworker threading mechanism for handling RPCs; from initial
measurements we expect the latency of small producer chunks
to be similar to RAMCloud’s measurements (tens to hundreds
microseconds). In order for very high-throughput streams to
not interfere with low-latency and high-throughput streams,
we believe mechanisms like core-aware scheduling [15] can
help. Optimizing latency in the normal case as well as when
handling crash recovery is an important open problem for
stream storage and processing architectures.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
State-of-art stream storage systems, e.g., Apache Kafka [3],
Apache Pulsar [4] or Distributedlog, [16], employ a static
partitioning scheme where the stream gets split among a fixed
number of partitions, each of which is unbounded, ordered,
immutable sequence of records continuously appended. Each
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Fig. 21: Varying the number of virtual logs, replication with chunk size of 32
KB and 64 KB. The Cluster throughput corresponds to 8 producers running
in parallel with 8 consumers. 4 brokers, one stream, 32 streamlets (partitions),
each streamlet having 4 active groups (sub-partitions).

broker is responsible for one or multiple partitions, with
each partition represented by a replicated log, e.g., as in
Figure 2. Producers accumulate records in fixed-sized batches,
each one appended to its corresponding partition. To reduce
communication overhead, the producers will group a set of
batches in a request per broker. The storage system ensures
consumers only pull data for processing up to a log head that
corresponds to durably replicated data.
Stream storage systems like Pravega [17], or KerA [7]
employ a dynamic partitioning scheme where the stream is
configured initially with a fixed number of partitions (named
segments in Pravega or streamlets in KerA). While in Pravega,
the segment can be split into other segments, or a few segments
can be merged back to one segment, in KerA, the streamlet is
split into fixed-size groups of segments created as data arrives.
The KerA streamlet ensures multiple producers can append
data in parallel while consumers can scale up and down as
needed based on the number of groups.
To ensure durability, KerA relies on the log-structured methods developed in the RAMCloud project [8], adding support
for handling multiple replicated logs. The streamlet concept
backed by a multi-log (i.e., one replicated log for each active
group of a streamlet) was implemented in the framework of the
Ph.D. thesis of Yacine Taleb [18], applying RDMA techniques
like in Tailwind [19]. However, although this option simplifies
the implementation of crash recovery (relying on fault-tolerant
techniques implemented in RAMCloud), for use cases where a
large number of streams is needed, this technique needs higher
in-memory storage support.
In the framework of the Ph.D. thesis of Ovidiu Marcu
that describes KerA [20] (available Jan. 2019), we preliminarily introduced the virtual log concept for replicating data
streams. The virtual log separates storage replication (used
for ensuring durability) from data ingestion (used for providing ordering and partitioning). The virtual log ensures
consistency through chunks’ metadata that are replicated along
with stream records. Later in 2020, Delos [21] similarly used
the virtual log abstraction to support different underlying log
implementations. Compared to vCorfu [22] (that multiplexes
homogeneous streams over a shared log), Delos uses the
shared log abstraction for heterogeneous log implementations.
Delos’s virtual log exposes an API to clients that are not

aware of underlying loglets implementations. Therefore, Delos
can switch the underlying log implementation dynamically,
leveraging other log protocols. KerA’s clients use the Streamlet
APIs (reads, writes), unaware of the virtual log. Compared
to KerA’s virtual log, vCorfu uses the shared log abstraction
to provide a total order when writing to multiple streams,
while log an stream replicas are handled separately, exposing
vCorfu’s clients to both stream and log APIs.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed the virtual log-structured storage technique for efficiently handling the durable ingestion of multiple streams accessed in parallel by multiple producers and
consumers. The virtual log enables zero-copy, adaptive, fast
and fine-grained replication that allows the storage system to
save processing resources when handling hundreds of streams.
We argue that the virtual log-structured support is essential
for Big Data analytics as many real-life applications (e.g.,
Netflix, Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin) require the management
of a large number of streams with high performance. Experimental evaluations show that KerA outperforms Kafka,
improving the cluster throughput when multiple producers
write over hundreds of data streams, by up to 2x for latencyoptimized producers and by up to 4x for throughput-optimized
producers (ingestion configured with replication factor three).
Our next steps are the evaluation of pipelined producers
and consumers for various HPC and Big Data real-time use
cases. Furthermore, through virtual logs, we can explore other
stream partitioning mechanisms that enable non-sequential
data accesses or easily integrate key-value stores based on
log-structured storage (e.g., RocksDB).
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